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**INTRODUCTION**

Data mining has been used in a variety of business applications, such as consumer buying pattern prediction and credit card default prediction, but recent research studies in accounting and finance have applied data mining techniques for classification and prediction of events such as firm bankruptcy and auditor changes. Data mining may be a useful tool for accounting and finance applications because of the huge volume of financial data that impacts business decisions. In this chapter, we summarize three published research studies in which we applied various data mining applications using accounting and other data for classification and prediction decisions, and we identify important issues to consider when applying current data mining tools.

The three research studies we summarize in this chapter are Kwak, Eldridge, Shi, and Kou (2009), Kwak, Eldridge, Shi, and Kou (2011), and Kwak, Shi, and Kou (2012). In these studies, we evaluate the relative usefulness of a variety of data mining approaches primarily by comparing overall accuracy rates for predicting material weaknesses in internal controls (Kwak et al., 2009), auditor changes (Kwak et al., 2011), and bankruptcy (Kwak et al., 2012). We compare the results of multiple criteria linear programming (MCLP) with those of linear discriminant analysis and Decision Tree based See5 (DT) in Kwak et al. (2009) and with those of classification and regression tree (CART), linear logistic regression (LLR), and Bayesian network in Kwak et al. (2011). The CART, LLR, and Bayesian network applications are three of the 13 data mining models in Witten and Frank’s (2005) WEKA Data Mining Workbench, and Kwak et al. (2012) apply all 13 data mining models.

**BACKGROUND**

**Accounting Context for Classification or Prediction Decisions**

Investors, creditors, and other decision-makers use financial statement and other data about firms to make choices about providing resources to and engaging in business transactions with those firms and to evaluate risks associated with such choices. A firm’s deteriorating financial condition is an indicator of increasing risks that may trigger an auditor change, that may be related to material weaknesses in internal controls over financial reporting, and that may result in bankruptcy. Because data mining techniques could be effective tools in predicting these potentially costly events, Kwak et al. (2009), Kwak et al. (2011), and Kwak et al. (2012) explore the relative usefulness of various data mining applications in these settings. In this
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subsection of our chapter, we discuss the predictor variables in and supporting literature for these three studies.

Altman (1968), Altman, Haldeman, and Narayanan (1977), and Ohlson (1980) are the most prominent initial bankruptcy prediction studies in academic accounting and finance literature. All three Kwak et al. papers use eleven or more financial statement variables from these bankruptcy prediction studies as indicators of financial distress, noting that bankruptcy is the extreme form of financial distress. The financial statement variables include both financial condition ratios (such as the current ratio and debt-to-assets) and performance measures (such as net income-to-total assets, earnings before interest and taxes-to-total assets, and loss indicator variables). Kwak et al. (2011) and Kwak et al. (2012) both also include a missing dividends indicator variable representing an early stage of financial distress as in Lau (1987).

Kwak et al. (2011) apply the MCLP and three other data mining approaches to evaluate the use of 13 financial statement variables in predicting auditor changes. As indicated above, most of these variables were used in initial bankruptcy prediction studies in which linear discriminant analysis or logistic regression techniques were applied. More recent research studies by Chen, Gupta, and Senteney (2004) and Chen, Yen, and Chang (2009) examine bankruptcy or financial distress prediction and document the statistical significance of an auditor change variable in addition to selected financial statement variables using logistic regression. Thus, Kwak et al. (2011) turn the relationship between financial condition (distress) and auditor changes around to evaluate the predictive ability of financial distress measures for auditor change decisions. Kwak et al.’s (2011) sample includes 790 firms that changed auditors in 2007 or 2008 and 1,132 non-auditor change firms matched on size and industry.

Kwak et al. (2009) apply the MCLP and Decision Tree based See5 data mining approaches along with linear discriminant analysis to evaluate the use of financial statement and other predictor variables in predicting material weaknesses in internal controls. Reacting to several major financial frauds, Congress passed the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) (2002) which included numerous provisions aimed at increasing the quality of financial reporting and investor protection. Section 302 of SOX (2002) requires chief executive and chief financial officers to submit certification reports accompanying their annual filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) that include the disclosure of material weaknesses in internal controls over financial reporting. Such material weaknesses could compromise or at least signal red flags regarding the integrity of the resulting financial statements. Although we found no studies that document an association between material weaknesses in internal controls and firm bankruptcy, firms with internal control weaknesses may be more susceptible to firm failure than those without such weaknesses. Therefore, as previously stated, we use a number of financial ratios used in prior bankruptcy prediction studies in our internal control weakness prediction models. We also include as predictor variables proxies for five firm characteristics (business complexity, firm experience, size, profitability, and auditor) based on evidence from Ge and McVay (2005) that four of these five characteristics (all except firm experience) are associated with firms that disclose internal control weaknesses. Because Ettredge, Li, and Scholz (2007) document an association between auditor dismissals and internal control problems, we also include auditor change variables as predictors. Kwak et al.’s (2009) sample includes 1,158 firms that disclosed material weaknesses in their 2003 or 2004 Section 302 filings and 1,158 firms matched on size and industry that did not disclose material weaknesses.

Kwak et al. (2012) apply the WEKA suite of 13 data mining approaches (as in Peng, Kou, Wang, Wang, and Ko, 2009) using 14 financial condition variables (see our initial discussion above), an internal control weakness indicator variable, and annual market returns to predict bankruptcy. Although previous bankruptcy prediction studies